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The AbsoluTe leAder In VAlVe TrAIn Technology

ChRyslER hEMi PhAsER CAMshAFts, liMitER & lOCK Kits
COMP Cams® patent pending Chrysler Hemi Phaser Camshafts with Phaser Limiter Kits or Lock Kits enable the use of after-
market grinds utilizing Variable Valve Timing (VVT) technology, which allows the camshaft to pick up torque in the low end of the 
engine while maintaining power up high. Available as a custom grind, the cams are built tough enough to handle 5.7L and 6.4L 
Hemi engines. Their unique, no springs required design maintains piston to valve clearance while enabling high performance 
camshaft lobes utilizing VVT, making them perfect for Dodge Challengers, Dodge Chargers, Chrysler 300s, Jeeps, Dodge trucks 
and Mopar crate engines. Also available from COMP® are the off-the-shelf Hemi Phaser Camshafts made from a billet core. 
Meanwhile, the new COMP Cams® Chrysler Hemi Cam Phaser Limiter Kits limit the cam phasing range to 14 crank degrees to 
safely allow up to .619" lift cams with VVT. Chrysler Hemi Phaser Lock Kits are available as well.

Chrysler Hemi Phaser Cams will are now available from COMP Cams® as off-the-shelf grinds made from a billet core.

Product Part #

chrysler hemi custom camshaft 201-000-17

chrysler hemi Phaser limiter Kit 5761

Product Part #

chrysler hemi Phaser lock Kit 5760

chrysler hemi degree Kit 4944

GOt VAlVE tRAiN QUEstiONs?

1.800.999.0853
Our tech staff will help you select the best valve train for 
your engine, Mon-Fri, 7a.m.-8p.m., Sat, 9a.m.-4p.m. CST. 

iNstANt ChAt
Instant chat connects you to our techs through an instant 
chat window on our website, Mon-Fri, 8a.m.-5p.m. CST.

COMPCAMs.COM
With product FAQs, specs, videos & more, our website 
has everything you need to find the perfect components. 

sOCiAl MEdiA
Technical support is also available via our Twitter account 
@CPGTech & on the COMP Cams® Facebook wall.

sUPPORt FORUM
Prefer to seek advice online? Post your question in the 
forum & our experienced techs will provide timely advice.

WWW.COMPCAMS.COM |  1 .800.999.0853

#201-000-17

#5760

#5761
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The AbsoluTe leAder In VAlVe TrAIn Technology

WWW.COMPCAMS.COM

The next generation of COMP Cams® Ultra-Gold™ Rocker Arms has arrived. Taking the popular line of rockers to a whole new 
level of performance, the new ARC series incorporates revolutionary new design updates and new features based on extensive 
research and improvements developed through FEA analysis.

The original Ultra-Gold™ Aluminum Rockers changed the way racing and high performance street engine builders approached 
valve train design. Now, COMP Cams® is revolutionizing valve train performance again with the next generation of Ultra-Gold™ 
ARC Rockers, featuring an Arced, Recessed, Contoured design. Using cutting edge design techniques and manufacturing 
processes, Ultra-Gold™ ARC Rockers increase engine power, enhance valve train stability and improve oiling. Ultra-Gold™ 
ARC Rockers feature a new extrusion based on improvements developed through FEA analysis, resulting in an even stronger, 
stiffer body without compromising mass. A new arced design with channel and contoured top, similar to a bridge design, give 
the rockers the best strength-to-weight ratio possible. The body has additional CNC contouring to improve clearances for valve 
covers and springs. Manufactured entirely in the U.S.A., all Ultra-Gold™ ARC Rockers feature a spring oiler channel through 
the body for improved lubrication. Trunnion retaining clips have been replaced with an ultra durable spiral lock type clip, much 
like what holds a piston pin in place. Stress relieving radii have been added to the body, trunnion and pushrod seat insert. Even 
the locking nuts have been revised to increase surface area to better maintain lash and eliminate wear. 

UltRA-GOld™ ARC ROCKER ARMs

Make Part # Description Stud Dia. Ratio

chevrolet

19001-16 V8 265-400 3/8" 1.5

19001-12 V6 200-262 3/8" 1.5

19002-16 V8 265-400 3/8" 1.6

19002-12 V6 200-262 3/8" 1.6

19003-16 V8 265-400 3/8" 1.65

19003-12 V6 200-262 3/8" 1.65

19004-16 V8 265-400 7/16" 1.5

19004-12 V6 200-262 7/16" 1.5

19005-16 V8 265-400 7/16" 1.6

19005-12 V6 200-262 7/16" 1.6

19006-16 V8 265-400 7/16" 1.65

19006-12 V6 200-262 7/16" 1.65

19021-16A V8 396-454 7/16" 1.7

Make Part # Description Stud Dia. Ratio

gM ls
19024-16b gM ls series 8mm 1.72

19025-16b gM ls series 8mm 1.82

Ford

19043-16c V8 289-302-351W 3/8" 1.6

19045-16 V8 429-460-351c 7/16" 1.73

19048-16c V8 289-302-351W 3/8" 1.72

19044-16c V8 289-302-351W 7/16" 1.6

19049-16c V8 289-302-351W 7/16" 1.72

Pontiac
19060-16 V8 265-455 7/16" 1.5

19061-16 V8 265-455 7/16" 1.65

A. Requires stud #4514-16 to replace late model pedestal
B. Includes pedestals and bolts, recommended with stock or mild camshaft only
C. Must use screw-in studs and guide plates

#19021-16
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Product Part #

Ford 5.0l 4V coyote camshaft degree Kit (heads on) 4943

chrysler hemi camshaft degree Kit (heads off) 4944

COMP Cams® Camshaft Degree Kits include everything you need to degree your 
camshafts in one convenient package. COMP® is now introducing two new degree 
kits made specifically for Ford Coyote and Chrysler Hemi engines. These two new 
kits give you all the tools necessary to correct any minuscule errors and tolerances 
from your engine’s machining processes that can affect camshaft timing. Degreeing 
positions the camshaft for the best performance for your engine, so you get the most 
horsepower and torque possible out of your application. The COMP® Coyote Degree 
Kits contain everything required to degree a camshaft while the cylinder heads are 
on the engine, while Chrysler Hemi Kits are designed to be used with the heads 
off. Both kits come with a degree wheel, wire degree wheel pointer, cam checking 
fixture with metric adapter, 1" travel dial indicator, 5" dial indicator extension, crank-
shaft socket, TDC piston stop and instructions. All pieces are stored securely in the 
included hardcover, foam-padded plastic case.

CAMshAFt dEGREE Kits

Product Part #

Two-Piece Adjustable guide Plates For bbc engines,
3/8" diameter Pushrods 4811-8

Two-Piece Adjustable guide Plates For sbc & Ford 
engines, 3/8" diameter Pushrods 4839-8

Two-Piece Adjustable guide Plates For sbc & Ford 
engines, 7/16" diameter Pushrods 4835-8

The COMP Cams® Two-Piece Adjustable Guide Plates for Big Block Chevy, Small Block Chevy and Ford engines eliminate 
misaligned rocker arms and valve stem tips. They are available in sets of eight for 3/8" and 7/16" diameter pushrods. Preci-
sion die-stamped from premium heat-treated steel material, these new adjustable guide plates are the quickest and most 
accurate way to align valve train components in popular Ford and Chevy engines. COMP® performance guide plates are 
designed to work with all RHS® cylinder heads and other popular performance aftermarket heads.

twO-PiECE AdjUstAblE GUidE PlAtEs

The AbsoluTe leAder In VAlVe TrAIn Technology

Valve Spring Height Micrometers are the quickest, most accurate way to measure 
valve spring installed height. Now they are easier to read with white markings on a 
black anodized finish. This new finishing process also protects against stains and 
corrosion. Available in several sizes, the tools are accurate to .001" because the 
simulated seat pressure creates ultra precise measurements.

blACK ANOdizEd VAlVE sPRiNG
hEiGht MiCROMEtERs

Product Part #

black Anodized Valve spring height Micrometer (.600"-.950") 4950

black Anodized Valve spring height Micrometer (1.600"-2.200") 4929

black Anodized Valve spring height Micrometer (1.600"-2.200" beehive™) 4930

#4943

#4930

#4811-8

 1 .800.999.0853
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Product Part #

engine Plug Kit For gM ls style engines 251

It’s easy to focus on the major components of an engine build and overlook the small-
er parts until the final stages. The Engine Plug Kit for LS Engines includes all the 
plugs needed to finish building or upgrading your engine. Don’t wait until the last 
minute – be prepared and get your Engine Plug Kit for LS Engines today.

ENGiNE PlUG Kit FOR ls ENGiNEs

Product Part #

ls Front cover (ls1, -2, -3, -6) 5496

ls Front cover (ls7) 5497

The COMP Cams® LS Front Covers for street/strip applications fit all LS1, -2, -3, -6 or 
LS7 engines, OEM and aftermarket, including the RHS® LS Race Block. The LS Cov-
ers feature provisions for timing pointer, OEM camshaft sensor and any regular BBC 
crank trigger. Available for either standard snout (LS1-6) or long snout (LS7) crank-
shafts, the covers easily fit double roller timing chains and high pressure/volume oil 
pumps. Both covers come with gasket and crank seal; no modifications needed.

ls FRONt COVERs

The AbsoluTe leAder In VAlVe TrAIn Technology

The COMP Cams® Sprint Car Front Drive Kit for LS Engines bolts to RHS® LS Race, other aftermarket and GM LS blocks with 
no modifications necessary. It is the first and only fully engineered, bolt-on assembly that provides a proper and reliable solu-
tion for cam thrust bearings, distributor/magneto, oil pump, water pump, camshaft/crank sensors and gear drive. Designed 
and proven for racing duty, the unique piece also features oil passages that provide oiling directly to gears and bearings.

sPRiNt CAR FRONt dRiVE Kit FOR ls ENGiNEs

Product Part #

ls sprint car Front drive Kit for rhs® 5490

ls sprint car Front drive Kit for gM 5491

#5496

#251

#5490

WWW.COMPCAMS.COM |  1 .800.999.0853
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Product Part #

Power Adder Torque converter For 2005-2010 Ford Mustangs 456007

Power Adder Torque converter For 2012 chevy camaros 242980

Product Part #

streetFighter™ Torque converter For 2011-2012 Ford Mustangs 456010

Equally suited for stock or radical street/race machines, TCI® 
Power Adder Torque Converters have been tailored to fit the 
requirements of 2012 Chevy Camaros and 2005-2010 Ford 
Mustangs with power adders. Designed specifically for each 
application, these torque converters feature furnace brazed 
components and heat-treated splines, sprag races and hubs for 
increased strength and durability. With a billet front and clutch 
assembly, they are capable of harder launches. After being fin-
ished with a proprietary HDT Coating™ for cooler operating tem-
peratures, all converters are Triple Tested in-house to ensure 
quality. Power Adder Torque Converters are a must whenever 
power adders increase horsepower.

The TCI® StreetFighter™ Torque Converter for 2011-2012 Ford Mustangs is perfect for everything from stock to radically pre-
pared street/race machines. It features furnace-brazed components and heat-treated splines, sprag races and hub to drastically 
increase strength and durability. Engineered to maximize the potential of aftermarket cams, nitrous and other power adders, it  
is tough enough to handle extreme race conditions and repeated hard launches off the line. A billet front and clutch assembly 
further increases durability and a proprietary HDT Coating™ ensures cooler operating temperatures during extended race use.

POwER AddER OPtiMizEd
tORQUE CONVERtERs

stREEtFiGhtER™ tORQUE CONVERtERs
FOR 2011-2012 FORd MUstANGs

WWW.TCIAUTO.COM |  1 .888.776.9824

#242980

Every tCi® torque converter features the patented tCi® proprietary hdt (heat 
dissipating technology™) Coating™, which enables cooler temperatures and 
more efficient drivetrain operation during extended use.

Each torque converter is also built to exact specifications and triple tested dur-
ing assembly so you can be confident that it is of the highest quality possible.

hdt COAtiNG™ & tRiPlE tEstiNG

TESTED
3X

Scan QR code to See how toRQue conveRteRS aRe Built
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Product Part #

FAsT-gATe™ shifter 616541

FAsT-gATe™ shifter (right hand drive) 616544

FAsT-gATe™ shifter (T-handle) 616540

Product Part #

Mechanical diode For race Applications call For Info

The TCI® FAST-GATE™ Shifter design combines high per-
formance and reliability with easy installation. Economically 
priced but built with the high quality and engineering of an 
expensive shifter, the TCI® FAST-GATE™ Shifter is now also 
available in Right Hand Drive and T-Handle configuration. 
Every FAST-GATE™ Shifter features a universal design that 
can be mounted in virtually any 3- or 4-speed application. 
Each shifter’s sturdy construction is capable of withstanding 
the demands of racing, yet a stylish and durable injection 
molded cover looks classy in street applications. Stamped 
components ensure smooth, accurate movements when 
shifting, and a reverse lockout mechanism eliminates the 
chance of transmission damage from accidentally shifting 
into reverse. All shifters come with a black cover, shifter 
cable and all required hardware for a simple installation, so 
there is no need to buy extra accessory pieces.

Designed for extreme race applications, the TCI® Mechani-
cal Diode is made from heat-treated and nitrided steel com-
ponents and simultaneously uses seven elements to engage 
the outer race, increasing holding capability over traditional 
sprags that only use one or two. The elements are actuated 
by coil springs to ensure positive engagement. This gives 
the new Mechanical Diode 3.5 times greater holding capac-
ity than traditional diodes, increasing durability and life over 
commonly used flat springs. Not available for individual pur-
chase, Mechanical Diodes For Race Applications are now 
standard in all PRO-X™ Torque Converters. They are also 
available as optional upgrades in most TCI® converters or by 
having TCI® techs install into your existing converter.

FAst-GAtE™ shiFtERs

MEChANiCAl diOdE
FOR RACE APPliCAtiONs

(Open view showing
seven elements)

#616540

WWW.TCIAUTO.COM

The leAder In drIVeTrAIn Technology
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Product Part #

gM Automatic Transmission To dodge Viper V10 Adapter Kit 149290

The new TCI® Dodge Viper V10 Adapter Kit allows you to bolt a GM style transmission behind the Dodge Viper V10 engine with 
no need for special modifications. The kit contains an SFI approved flexplate, crank spacer, converter plate and block to trans-
mission adapter. This is everything required to safely transplant the impressive V10 Viper engine into a GM vehicle without need-
ing a custom-built converter or modified transmission. With the included SFI approved flexplate, the Dodge Viper V10 Adapter 
Kit is fully approved for use in any type of race application. 

GM AUtOMAtiC tRANsMissiON
tO dOdGE ViPER V10 AdAPtER Kit

Product Part #

gM lsA Flexplate For 2012 camaro Zl1 Automatic Transmission conversion 399756

When retro-fitting an automatic transmission in the 2012 Camaro ZL1 for racing, the TCI® LSA 
flexplate is a must. Engineered to prevent runout, ring gear bounce and other damaging prob-
lems, these plates offer unmatched strength and protection. Thicker than factory flexplates, 
the SFI 29.1 approved TCI® plates are precision ground from ultra-durable A36 steel. They are 
dynamically balanced and electro-coated for protection against the elements.

GM lsA FlExPlAtE FOR 2012 CAMARO zl1
AUtOMAtiC tRANsMissiON CONVERsiON

1.888.776.9824

#399756

#149290

The leAder In drIVeTrAIn Technology
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The new EZ-EFI® Kits allow anyone to easily run a GM LS Gen III/IV engine and transmission outside of their original vehicle 
and factory controller. The FAST™ kits are the perfect “no headache” and “no experience required” complete solution for trans-
planting late model engines into customs, street rods, muscle cars or other projects. Everything is covered, from fuel to spark 
and from engine through electronic transmission. Optional packages allow you to select your level of control.

Four different stages with three packages each allow you to select the right level of control based on your individual needs. 
The Engine Kit combines the revolutionary self tuning EZ-EFI® with the bolt-on XIM™ Coil-On Plug Ignition to give LS applica-
tions the easiest, self tuning electronic fuel injection system available. The Engine with Transmission Control Kit combines the 
EZ-EFI® and XIM™ with the EZ-TCU™ for maximum control over shift points, shift firmness and shift speed, all without a laptop 
or tuning experience. The Engine & Manifold Kit adds the FAST™ LSXRT

™ Intake Manifold, Big Mouth Throttle Body™, fuel rails, 
sensors and more for an easy 30+ horsepower gain. For a complete powertrain control package, the Engine & Manifold Kit With 
EZ-TCU™ offers the most advanced engine management system on the market today. This kit combines the EZ-EFI®, XIM™, 
EZ-TCU™, LSXRT

™ Manifold, Big Mouth Throttle Body™ and fuel rails. All kits work with stock ignition coils (coils and coil harness 
not included – all OEM and aftermarket coils are compatible, except D585 truck coils). Kits include OEM quality FAST™ sensors 
and fuel injectors (where applicable). All packages available with choice of fuel pump.

Ez-EFi® ENGiNE & tRANsMissiON CONtROl Kits
FOR tRANsPlANt ls GEN iii/iV POwERtRAiNs

The leAdIng nAMe In Fuel AIr sPArK Technology

#302003L-TCU

WWW.FUELAIRSPARK.COM

Kit Description EZ-EFI® XIM™ EZ-TCU™
LSXRT

™ 
Manifold Kit

Inline 
Fuel Pump

In-Tank 
Fuel Pump

Part #

engine Kit X X 302002

engine Kit W/ Inline Fuel Pump X X X 302002l

engine Kit W/ In-Tank Fuel Pump X X X 302002T

engine Kit W/ Tcu X X X 302002-Tcu

engine Kit W/ Tcu & Inline Fuel Pump X X X X 302002l-Tcu

engine Kit W/ Tcu & In-Tank Fuel Pump X X X X 302002T-Tcu

engine & Manifold Kit X X X 302003

engine & Manifold Kit W/ Inline Fuel Pump X X X X 302003l

engine & Manifold Kit W/ In-Tank Fuel Pump X X X X 302003T

engine & Manifold Kit W/ Tcu X X X X 302003-Tcu

engine & Manifold Kit W/ Tcu & Inline Fuel Pump X X X X X 302003l-Tcu

engine & Manifold Kit W/ Tcu & In-Tank Fuel Pump X X X X X 302003T-Tcu
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Brand your hot rod or street machine with an OEM-quality hard plastic badge that tells 
the world you made the switch to EZ-EFI®. One of these stylish new badges will be in-
cluded with every EZ-EFI® System. They are also available for order individually. 

Product Part #

eZ-eFI® badge 170655

Ez-EFi® ChROME sElF AdhEsiVE bAdGE

The leAdIng nAMe In Fuel AIr sPArK Technology

Ez-EFi® 1972-1991 jEEP Cj/yj
4.2l/6 CyliNdER Kits

Product Part #

eZ-eFI® self Tuning Fuel Injection system Jeep Kit W/o Fuel Pump Kit 30294-KIT

eZ-eFI® self Tuning Fuel Injection system Master Jeep Kit W/ In-Tank Fuel Pump Kit 30296-KIT

eZ-eFI® self Tuning Fuel Injection system Master Jeep Kit W/ Inline Fuel Pump Kit 30295-KIT

The new EZ-EFI® Jeep Kit is engineered specifically to work with the unique require-
ments of Jeep applications. An exclusive FAST™ adapter plate for the throttle body 
eliminates the need to replace or modify manifolds, making this the only truly easy, 
bolt-on EFI kit for Jeeps on the market today. Using EZ-EFI® technology, the system 
is completely self tuning; there is no laptop or tuning experience necessary. Once the 
system is installed, it tunes itself as you drive. The kit contains an adapter plate and 
throttle body, weatherproof ECU, wiring harness, hand-held device and everything 
required for installation. Equally suited for both highway or off-road driving, the kits 
are available with optional inline or in-tank fuel pump.

Ez-EFi® sEMi-FiNishEd hARNEss

Product Part #

eZ-eFI® semi-Finished harness 30354

complete eZ-eFI® system W/ semi-Finished harness (no Throttle body Included) 302001

For custom car builders who need more control and flexibility, FAST™ created the EZ-EFI® Semi-Finished Harness with uncon-
nected wires, terminals and connectors. These finishing components are separated into clearly labeled bags, while the harness’s 
trunk retains all of the EZ-EFI® essential relays and fuses. Everything needed to wire an EZ-EFI® System is included but left un-
finished so builders are able to easily create wiring harnesses to fit any custom application perfectly.

#30295-KIT

1.877.334.8355

#30354
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xFi 2.0™ MARiNE FUEl iNjECtiON

Product Part #

XFI 2.0™ Marine Fuel Injection 301015

FAST™ engineers worked with professional boat racers to tailor the benefits and ad-
vanced controls of the XFI 2.0™ to the unique needs of marine applications. First, the 
ECU was o-ring and conformally sealed to enable marine use. Then, marine-specific 
auxiliary outputs were made. User defined oil pressure, coolant temperature and wa-
ter pressure alarm triggers set off sirens, lights or any other preferred alert. In addi-
tion, there is a user interface for power adders, including advanced forced induction, 
progressive controllability and other advanced marine racing strategies and features. 
Faster processing means no more flat spots in the power curve or settling for “close 
enough.” And with a revolutionary new self tuning option, this is the only Marine EFI 
system that combines easy-to-use features and completely configurable capabilities. 
The FAST™ XFI 2.0™ Marine accurately balances fuel and spark, allowing you to fine 
tune and precisely control like never before.

The leAdIng nAMe In Fuel AIr sPArK Technology

Product Part #

high resolution Wide-band o2 Module 1706472

The new High Resolution Wide-Band O2 Module utilizes the same performance-
proven technology as the self-tuning EZ-EFI® Electronic Fuel Injection System to 
provide extremely accurate, fast and high resolution readings for data logging de-
vices and dynamometers. This new O2 module provides a high resolution output by 
utilizing a linearized analog output voltage that represents the air/fuel ratio. High 
resolution data ensures very accurate air/fuel readings and better data graphs for 
more precise engine tuning and more accurate troubleshooting.

hiGh REsOlUtiON widE-bANd O2 MOdUlE

ENdURE-x™ EFi RACiNG hOsE

Product Part #

endure-X™ racing eFI hose 3/8" I.d., sAeJ30r9, 150 psi (Per Foot) 30295

endure-X™ racing submersible eFI hose 3/8" I.d. sAe30r10, 100 psi (Per Foot) 30342

The Endure-X™ EFI Racing Hose from FAST™ is not just another fuel line hose. It 
is specifically engineered to withstand the grueling conditions of race and high per-
formance electronic fuel injection applications. Capable of handling up to 150 psi, 
the Endure-X™ hose meets or exceeds all fuel injection SAE standards. The hose 
features dual linings to ensure proper fuel delivery in a safe, reliable manner. The 
hose’s outer lining is reinforced with super duty braids for tear and puncture resis-
tance, while the inner lining eliminates leakage and ensures smooth fuel flow.

#30295

(Actual liner color may vary)

#1706472

#301015

WWW.FUELAIRSPARK.COM
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FUEl systEMs

Product Part #

1000 hP Forced Induction/1300 hP naturally Aspirated race Fuel system 307500

1400 hP Forced Induction/1900 hP naturally Aspirated race Fuel system 307501

universal In-Tank retro-Fit Fuel system 307033

up To 500 hP In-Tank style street/strip Fuel system 307032

up To 550 hP street/strip Fuel system 307502

FAST™ has expanded its line of EFI Complete Fuel System Kits. Everything from street performance to super class drag rac-
ing is now covered. The fuel system kits are the perfect product for those switching from carburetion to EFI, building new EFI 
engines or simply upgrading their current fuel system. All kits contain carefully matched components and include everything 
you need to supply fuel to your state-of-the-art high performance, EFI-equipped engine.

Ez-EFi® FUEl PUMP REtRO-Fit Kits

Product Part #

eZ-eFI® In-Tank Fuel Pump Kit 307503T

eZ-eFI® Inline Fuel Pump Kit 307503

Whether you want to install a new inline fuel pump or retro-fit an in-tank pump into a fuel tank that was originally manufactured 
without a pump, FAST™ has an easy solution. All FAST™ EZ-EFI® fuel pump kits are designed specifically to work seamlessly with 
EZ-EFI® systems, flowing the right amount of fuel for the application. Each kit comes with expertly matched components, including 
high-quality fuel pump with filter, FAST™ regulators, system fittings and everything needed for installation.

#307500

#307503T

1.877.334.8355

The leAdIng nAMe In Fuel AIr sPArK Technology
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Product Part #

ls race block gaskets (4.200" left Mls head gasket) 549402-l

ls race block gaskets (4.200" right Mls head gasket) 549402-r

ls race block gaskets (4.165" left Mls head gasket) 549401-l

Product Part #

ls race block gaskets (4.165" right Mls head gasket) 549401-r

ls race block Torque Plate For honing 549150

ls race block Piston oil squirter 549120

RHS® carries all the accessory items and tools needed to maximize performance with LS Series Gen III/IV engine blocks. 
First, LS Race Block Torque Plates for boring/honing are carefully engineered to precisely mimic the thickness and design of 
an installed aluminum cylinder head. Next, precision MLS (Multi-Layer Steel) Head Gaskets are custom made for LS Race 
Blocks and are comprised of three layers of hard embossed stainless steel with a high temperature FKM rubber coating and 
a stainless steel shim layer that features a laser welded stopper layer for the ultimate in sealing. Finally, RHS® Piston Oilers 
bolt to the underside of the LS Race Block and squirt oil on the underside of the pistons, keeping them lubricated and cool 
during extreme race use. 

ls RACE blOCK ACCEssORiEs

Product Part #

ls race block (9.750" Tall deck, 4.165" bore) 54900

ls race block (9.750" Tall deck, 4.125" bore) 54901

Product Part #

ls race block (9.240" std. deck, 4.165" bore) 54902

ls race block (9.240" std. deck; 4.125" bore) 54903

The LS Race Block is now available with multiple configurations designed for added clearance and mass customization. 
Available in both standard (9.240") and tall (9.750") deck heights with an extra-thick deck surface (.750"), this RHS® block 
features a raised cam centerline and priority main oiling via an oil galley that is shifted outboard to allow rod clearance for 
a much larger stroke (4.600") while also minimizing windage in the crankcase. Using a computer-aided design, the cylinder 
walls are Siamese cast with press-in spun cast iron liners. Cylinder liners are available in both standard deck (5.67"/5.87" 
– same as the LS7) and tall deck (5.94"/6.38") lengths. Also featured is a 6-bolt head design with a full water jacket around 
each cylinder (based on the LS7 design). Combine all of these features with a superior finish quality thanks to the RHS® 
patented Clean Cast Technology™, along with extra surface material to allow custom machining, and you’ve got a GM block 
that sets a new benchmark for LS horsepower, torque and durability.

ls RACE blOCKs

PoWer by desIgn

#549402-L

#549150

#54900

#549120

WWW.RACINGHEADSERVICE.COM
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Assembled
Part # Runner Chamber

Spark
Plugs

Valve Size Valve
Train

Max
Lift

Bare Head
Part #

Valve
Springs Retainers1In. Ex.

AS CAST

54301-02cs 205cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54301 26918 cs

54302-02cs 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54302 26918 cs

54302-02TI 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54302 26918 TI

54302-02Ts 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54302 26918 Ts

54302-05TI 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54302 26925 TI

54302-05Ts 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54302 26925 Ts

54302-06TI 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54302 26926 TI

54302-06Ts 225cc 62cc Angle 2.020" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54302 26926 Ts

CNC-PORTED

54320-02TI 232cc 68cc Angle 2.055" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54320 26918 TI

54320-02Ts 232cc 68cc Angle 2.055" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54320 26918 Ts

54320-05TI 232cc 68cc Angle 2.055" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54320 26925 TI

54320-05Ts 232cc 68cc Angle 2.055" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54320 26925 Ts

54320-06TI 232cc 68cc Angle 2.055" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54320 26926 TI

54320-06Ts 232cc 68cc Angle 2.055" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54320 26926 Ts

54321-02TI 250cc 68cc Angle 2.100" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54321 26918 TI

54321-02Ts 250cc 68cc Angle 2.100" 1.600" hyd. roller .580" 54321 26918 Ts

54321-05TI 250cc 68cc Angle 2.100" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54321 26925 TI

54321-05Ts 250cc 68cc Angle 2.100" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54321 26925 Ts

54321-06TI 250cc 68cc Angle 2.100" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54321 26926 TI

54321-06Ts 250cc 68cc Angle 2.100" 1.600" hyd. roller .625" 54321 26926 Ts

RHS® Pro Action™ Cathedral Port Aluminum Cylinder Heads for LS1 Applications are now available fully assembled with COMP 
Cams® valve train components. Pro Action™ Cathedral Port Assembled Aluminum Cylinder Heads feature race-proven design, 
Clean Cast Technology™ and premium-quality COMP Cams® valve train components. These heads utilize COMP Cams® one-
piece, stainless steel valves; state-of-the-art Beehive™ or high performance dual valve springs (dependent on your camshaft 
selection); steel, tool steel or titanium retainers; bronze valve guides and 7-degree, machined steel valve locks. 

PRO ACtiON™ CAthEdRAl PORt AssEMblEd hEAds FOR ls1 APPliCAtiONs

1 'cs' denotes chromemoly steel, 'TI' denotes Titanium, & 'Ts' denotes Tool steel 

PoWer by desIgn

#54301-02CS

1.877.776.4323
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Engineers at RHS® have recently designed a 23-degree aluminum head for Small Block Chevy applications that is CNC-ported from 
the factory. The precision, accuracy and durability of the new RHS® Pro Elite™ 23-Degree CNC-Ported Aluminum Cylinder Heads 
for SBC are derived from the precision CNC-porting of the intake and exhaust runners, as well as the combustion chamber. These 
revolutionary cylinder heads are designed using the RHS® exclusive Clean Cast Technology™ to deliver superior port-to-chamber 
transitions for greater airflow. RHS® has designed a race-winning aluminum head that utilizes the latest in cutting-edge design 
technology to maximize airflow and boost horsepower in both circle track and drag racing classes.

PRO ElitE™ 23-dEGREE CNC-PORtEd
AlUMiNUM CyliNdER hEAds FOR sbC

PRO ElitE™ AlUMiNUM CyliNdER hEAds
FOR ls7 APPliCAtiONs
The aftermarket’s only high performance LS7 head features a raised intake runner design specifically engineered to accommo-
date production and aftermarket LS7 intake manifolds and valve train setups. These Pro Elite™ Aluminum Cylinder Heads are 
designed with a 12-degree valve angle and unique .220" raised intake runners to provide a better line of sight into the cylinders 
and allow for an improved short turn. The heads also feature the popular LS 6-bolt head design, making them compatible with 
both the RHS® LS Race and GM LSX Blocks. The raised runner and rolled valve angle increase overall flow capability while an 
improved water jacket design improves thermal conductivity.

PoWer by desIgn

Part # Runner Chamber Spark Plugs
Valve Size

Application
In. Ex.

12080 228cc 69cc Angle 2.055" + .100" Long 1.600" + .100" Long 383-421c.i.

Part # Description Runner Chamber Spark Plugs
Valve Size

ApplicationIn. Ex.

54500 P-Port (W/O Valve Job) − − Angle − − LS3/LS7

54501 CNC-Machined 291cc 69cc Angle 2.200" 1.615" LS3/LS7

54509 Sprint Car P-Port (W/O Valve Job) − − Angle − − LS3/LS7

54510 Sprint Car 291cc 69cc Angle 2.200" 1.615" LS3/LS7

WWW.RACINGHEADSERVICE.COM |  1 .877.776.4323

#54501

#12080
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Product Part #

blackout nitrous system™ For The 2012 Ford Mustang gT 82390b

The new ZEX™ Blackout Nitrous System™ for 
the 2012 Ford Mustang GT has been tailored 
to the unique requirements of the Mustang 
platform. For stock to all-out race applica-
tions, the latest Blackout Nitrous System™ 
is a fast and easy way to add a significant 
boost in horsepower to your 2012 Mustang. 
With a patented electronic TPS switch for re-
liable system activation at wide-open throttle, 
perfect for the Mustang’s throttle-by-wire sys-
tem, ZEX™ systems won’t affect normal op-
eration but rather give extra power when it’s 
needed most. Plug-and-play installation can 
be completed in as little as two hours, with 
power settings fully adjustable from 75-175 
horsepower with the included tuning jets. 

blACKOUt NitROUs systEM™ 
FOR thE 2012 FORd MUstANG Gt

Product Part #

blackout nitrous system™ For The 2012 chevy camaro 82380b

2012 Chevy Camaro owners can now take advantage of the unprecedented looks, performance and power potential of ZEX™ 
Blackout Nitrous Systems™. ZEX™ engineers custom designed a nitrous system for the new technology, direct injection 2012 
V6 and V8 Camaro models. The kits add 55-100 additional horsepower for the V6 application, and 75-175 additional horse-
power for the V8. This innovative nitrous system’s Active Fuel Control™ adjusts fuel delivery with changes in nitrous bottle 
pressure so that your engine never runs too rich or too lean while spraying. In addition, the system also offers a patented 
electronic TPS switch for reliable system activation at wide-open throttle – perfect for the Camaro’s throttle-by-wire system.

blACKOUt NitROUs systEM™ FOR thE 2012 ChEVy CAMARO

ZEX™ Perimeter Plate Nitrous Technology is now available for the 2012 
Chevy Camaro. This complete, race-ready Perimeter Plate Nitrous System 
is adjustable from 100-250 horsepower and uses three cutting-edge tech-
nologies to provide optimum spray efficiency and fuel distribution. These kits 
feature Perimeter Injection™ Technology utilizing 12 injection points to create 
a 360 degree, perfectly atomized blend of fuel and nitrous that generates 
maximum power without sacrificing engine safety. Cryo-Sync™ Technology 
drops nitrous temperature to -127° F, cooling the throttle body and mani-
fold while Airflow Enhancement™ Technology injects nitrous at an optimized 
angle, creating a pocket of intense low pressure below the throttle body as  
nitrous is sprayed to further enhance airflow and improve power. 

ls sERiEs PERiMEtER PlAtE NitROUs systEM
FOR thE 2012 ChEVy CAMARO

Safer • Smarter • faSter

Product Part #

ls series Perimeter Plate nitrous system
For The 2012 chevy camaro (Throttle-by-Wire) 82195

WWW.ZEx.COM |  1 .88.817.1008

Scan QR code foR
PeRimeteR Plate
SPotlight video

#82390B
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Product Part #

eFI "no show" Metal screen Filters (single Filter) ng4040-1

eFI "no show" Metal screen Filters (set of 8) ng4040-8

Designed to mount between your Inglese™ EFI System’s stacks and throttle body, 
these new Metal Screen Filters remain out of sight as they keep larger trash and 
debris from becoming lodged within your system. These screens are perfect for 
anyone who wants to protect his or her system but does not want to cover the 
stacks or install bulky air cleaners. Easy-to-install, the Metal Screen Filters simply 
bolt into place between the throttle body and stacks and don’t require any new 
hardware. Inglese™ Metal Screen Filters work with all popular Inglese™ Induction 
Systems using FAST™ EFI components. 

"NO shOw" MEtAl sCREEN FiltERs FOR EFi

Product Part #

Ford Fe eFI 390-427 V8 eZ-eFI® 8-stack Induction system custom

The induction jewelers at Inglese™ teamed up with the EFI specialists at FAST™ to create state-of-the-art electronic fuel 
injection systems utilizing the new Ford FE manifold and FAST™ EZ-EFI®. These EZ-EFI® systems are custom made and 
combine the classic hot rod looks of Weber carburetors with the modern convenience and capabilities of fuel injection. The 
completely customized setups feature extra large 58mm throttle bodies that allow more CFM for more torque and horse-
power. The new manifold also features the standard 10-degree angle to ensure proper hood clearance. Pre-drilled mount-
ing holes ensure easy installation. When ordered as a complete EZ-EFI® Induction System from Inglese™ the manifold 
comes with several advantages, including one-of-a-kind looks and integrated screens in the stacks that prevent damaging 
debris from entering the manifold. Built to customer specifications, the manifolds are tailored to suit your needs and come 
ready to run, right out of the box. There is no need for a laptop or tuning experience with the EZ-EFI® setup.

FORd FE EFi 390-427 V8 Ez-EFi® 8-stACK iNdUCtiON systEM

clAssIc sTyle, TIMeless PerForMAnce

#NG404-8

WWW.INGLESE.COM |  1 .866.450.8089
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The newest member of the COMP Performance Group™ is Tomar™ Racing Clutches 
by Quarter Master®. Tomar™ is the most trusted name in 2- and 4-cycle, wet and dry 
design kart clutches, as well as in motocross racing wet design clutches. Tomar™ 

has built its reputation on superior products backed by personalized, one-on-one 
service and technical support offered directly to racers. Today, Tomar™ and Quarter 
Master® have a shared mission to be industry leaders with products that provide 
racers with what they need most – exceptional on-track performance.

View Full tomar™ Product line @ www.tomarengineering.com

The MosT TrusTed nAMe In drIVelIne PerForMAnce

#28982R67

WWW.QUARTERMASTER.COM |  1 .888.258.8241

Product Part #

7.25" 2004-2011 subaru WrX sTI 8-leg billet race clutch 28982r67

7.25" 2004-2011 subaru WrX sTI 8-leg billet street Performance clutch 28982P67

Drawing on an extensive, race-winning heritage, Quarter Master® has developed two all new 7.25" 2004-2011 Subaru WRX STI 
8-Leg Clutches that perform well in a broad range of street performance and racing platforms. These new two-disc clutches are 
engineered with a low moment of inertia and gear drive friction design that creates quicker, smoother shifts. And, they feature an 
open design that allows more efficient cooling during extended race use. Designed for easier and less expensive maintenance, 
the 7.25" Subaru WRX STI 8-Leg Clutches are also completely racer rebuildable for a longer service life. Designed to handle up to 
600 ft./lbs. of torque, they can be used in stock,street/strip, drag, drifting and road racing applications. The pull-to-push conversion 
clutches and hydraulic bearing kits provide dependable performance in shifting, consistent pedal feel and torque holding capacity.

7.25" 2004-CURRENt sUbARU wRx sti 8-lEG billEt ClUtChE Kits



stay up to date with your favorite COMP Performance Group™ brands by visiting 
their Facebook and twitter profiles where you can find the latest news, product 
information, videos, special events and giveaways. scan the QR code to visit a 
mobile-friendly list with links to all of the CPG social media websites.

stAy CONNECtEd


